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Newlin Grist Mill Visitor Center Reopens!
The Visitor Center is now open and
offering mill tours once again! One
year after devastating floods closed the
park, damaged buildings, and abruptly
halted plans to reopen, Newlin Grist
Mill is welcoming people into the
Visitor Center and on tours.
This achievement is the next in a series
of milestones marking our recovery
from the adversities of 2020. The park
and main trails reopened in November
and the Cabin was opened for private
events in May. Reopening of other
buildings, especially the Visitor Center,
was slowed by delayed or cancelled
orders, material shortages, and busy
contractor schedules. After hundreds of
calls and emails asking when the Mill
would be open for tours, it was decided
to reopen with limited facilities. A
temporary reception area has been
established in the front room of the
Visitor Center until final touches can be
completed in the coming weeks.
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Bodge Inglee welcomes guests at our temporary reception desk.

There remains much more to be done
and work will be ongoing throughout
the buildings and park for months to
come as we complete necessary repairs,
worked on half-finished projects,
and implement improvements. We
appreciate your patience as we continue
recovery efforts and work to improve
facilities at Newlin Grist Mill.

is being rebuilt and get a behind the
scenes look at features which are
usually hidden from public viewing.
The tours also temporarily include the
ongoing archaeological work in the
Mill.

What to Expect When Visiting
The Visitor Center is open 9am to
4pm for regular business, information,
and trail maps. Masks are required for
anyone in the buildings until further
notice. Tours of the Mill are provided
twice daily during weekdays and
weekends for now and are limited to
a maximum capacity of eight people.
Reservations are required to ensure
space for your group. Call to reserve
your space. While the Mill is not
operating because of restoration work,
it is a great time to see how the Mill

Ongoing archaeology as seen on Mill Tour.

Reflections on 60 Years

Nicholas Newlin
Foundation Trustees

The Nicholas Newlin Foundation
was formed at the end of December
1960, therefore 2021 was meant to
be a year of celebrating 60 years of
serving our community as a nonprofit. Anniversaries are typically a
time for looking back and gaining
perspective and despite our many
challenges, the trustees and staff have
been reflecting on the organization and
its accomplishments. The following
are some observations from those
reflections.

Executive Trustee
Mortimer Newlin Sellers

Mission Relevance – After 60 years, the
mission of environmental conservation,
historic preservation, and education
continues to be relevant. Providing
open space for the plants, animals, and
people who enjoy them is arguably
more critical today than when first
written. Maintaining this open space as
a refuge became especially important
to the community during the pandemic.
Preserving the significant collection
of buildings, skills, and technology
provides a place for people to connect
with our shared past. Together, these
natural and cultural resources offer a
unique place for exploration, learning,
and fun.
Solid Foundations - The founders
built the organization, its facilities,
and traditions on solid foundations.
Generations of community members
have enjoyed the resources, valued the
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programs and events, and cherished
their experiences at the Newlin Grist
Mill. This was possible because the
founders had the foresight to preserve
the land and buildings, the imagination
to visualize what it could be, and the
determination to secure the dream’s
future. These actions created strong
foundations that make it possible to offer
the variety of programming, events, and
activities that everyone enjoys today. If
you have been thrilled by the turning
water wheel and vibrations of the
working mill equipment, fished in the
ponds and stream, walked the beautiful
trails, or enjoyed nature in the park, you
have benefited from the founding ideas
established by Mortimer and Elizabeth
Newlin.
Service to the Community – The
organization was established to
preserve the land and buildings for the
benefit of the public. Since its founding,
the organization has attempted to serve
a broad segment of the community.
Building on that long tradition of
welcoming everyone, Newlin Grist
Mill is currently working on ways
to be more inviting to, and better
serve, all members of our community
with improved facilities and updated
programming. As we work on this
process, we welcome your feedback on
ways to make Newlin Grist Mill more
accessible.

Deputy Executive Trustee
Jane B. Alavi
Treasurer
Henry Thompson, Jr.
Secretary
Susan Shisler Rapp
Board of Trustees
Lucy Bell Jarka-Sellers
Ed Keane
Michael Knight
Kevin Magerr
Tim Moore
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William Pluta
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Mark Willcox III
Charles Yeske
Emeriti
Timothy B Barnard
Eliza Carney
Ellen M. Cronin
Virginia DeNenno
Lawrence Dunbar
Patrick Harshbarger
Bill Newlin, Jr.
William V.P. Newlin
Lucy Bell Newlin Sellers
Marianne Squyres

Newlin Grist Mill Staff
Tony Shahan, Executive Director
Laura Adie, Programs and
Administration Manager
Keith Doms, Site Manager
Brenda Orso, Development
Manager
Jessica Shahan, Naturalist and
Volunteer Coordinator
Mike Boughner, Head of
Maintenance
Bodge Inglee-Richards, Office
Manager

Progress Update
Over the last few months, the level of activity has intensified as the
organization repaired flood damage, protected against future damage,
and worked on projects halted by the pandemic. Throughout the process,
the number of questions we received from visitors demonstrated the
level of interest and curiosity about what was happening. Below is an
update on our progress and some of what to expect in the future.
Anyone near the Visitor Center may have noticed contractors, staff, and
volunteers meticulously working, but few have managed more than a
glimpse inside. Much of the work included painting wainscot and trim
throughout the building. In July, new carpeting and tile were installed
and the wooden floors sanded and refinished. New cabinets had to be
installed and countertops are now being finished. Everyone cheered
when office furniture was returned to the building.

Walls painted, carpet down, desks back!

One substantial change during the recovery work was the redesigned
reception and orientation area. The reception desk has been realigned
and shortened to be more efficient and help us provide better customer
service. The new arrangement will also provide additional space to
expand visitor orientation and allow for better presentation of the
giftshop.
Work in other buildings included establishing safe access to the Cabin
and sanding the floors. All mechanical equipment has been removed
from the basement of the Archive and relocated to upper floors for its
protection. New windows were manufactured for the Mill and work has
begun to fabricate replacement doors.

Floors after being refinished.

Work on the water wheel and flume replacement was first halted by
the pandemic, then paused to complete important repairs in the Mill
that were discovered while working on the flume. New building sills,
support beams, and floor joists were created to replace deteriorated
pieces located over the flume. These replacement pieces will be
installed in the coming weeks.
We are grateful for the patience and support provided during work on
these necessary repairs and improvements and ask for your continued
understanding. Other significant projects are planned that will impact
buildings and trails throughout the park. In the coming months, flood
recovery work will be continuing in the Visitor Center as well as the
Mill and Archive. Labor on the water wheel and flume will continue
into 2022. Repairs are scheduled to take place on the dam later in
the fall. Additional substantial projects are intended but their timing
is dependent on final designs, funding, and permits. Plans are being
made to elevate the Visitor Center to protect it from future flooding.
The millrace, frog pond, and fishing ponds need to be cleared of
siltation, but this work is complicated by the need to conduct activities
within seasonal parameters to lessen impact on wildlife. The Wetland
Expansion project is awaiting permits so work can commence on
expanding this habitat area. The ongoing project may result in some
trails and buildings being temporarily closed.
Newlin Grist Mill apologizes for these future inconveniences but
believes the repairs and improvements are required to maintain the
historic and natural resources for the future enjoyment of the public.
Offering safe, quality experiences for our guests remains a top priority.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and patience.

Cabin entrance after repairs completed.

New reception desk in Visitor Center.
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Earth Month
Earth Day returned to Newlin Grist
Mill in 2021 after a brief break caused
by the pandemic and was better than
ever! With the continued need for
social distancing measures, we decided
to spread the event over the entire
month of April rather than our normal
one-day celebration. Groups signed
up for morning or afternoon shifts
every Saturday, which allowed us to
include many more participants that we
would have normally not been able to
accommodate otherwise.
Some groups, like Garnet Valley High
School’s Interact Club and Girl Scout
Troop 6571, worked on invasive plant
management by helping us to remove
invasive plant species from the Beech
forest and trails. Concord Township
Council joined us in removing Japanese
Wineberry from the wetland behind the

barn and learned about invasive plant
control techniques. GS Troop 5106
planted Osage Orange saplings to fill in
gaps in the hedgerow left by a previous
storm.
Groups also helped with ongoing flood
cleanup and repairs. GS Troop 5297
helped clean and repair the section of
the Creek Trail that parallels the west
branch of Chester Creek where it
enters the park, while GS Troop 53178
removed litter and flood debris from
the park’s border along Route 1. Work
also continued in the Forest Restoration
Area as Boy Scout Troop 22 helped by
clearing areas for new plantings. GS
Troop 565 pulled competing vegetation
that was growing near plantings from
previous years.
Thanks to all of our volunteers- we’ll
see you for Earth Month 2022!

Girl Scouts from Troop 5297 repairing trails.

Summer Discovery 2021!
Summer Discovery returned to inperson programming in 2021 with three
weeks of history and nature-themed
fun! A variety of pandemic-related
changes were required to the usual
camp format, making it possible for our
campers and staff to have an enjoyable
and healthy summer.

Testing Earthquake Tables during STEAM Camp
and Assembling Pottery during Colonial Camp.
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Our theme for week 1 was “Around the
World with Newlin Mill.” Campers
spent the week using their imaginations
to travel to different habitats around the
world, including the tropical rainforest,
the desert, the ocean, and the arctic.
Each day, campers participated in
games, challenges, and explorations
related to the day’s destination. Favorite
activities included jumping like tree
frogs, desert sunset art projects, and
going on a forest expedition! During
week 2, we explored history with
“Colonial Kids.” This camp allowed
participants to experience life during
the colonial period with hands-on
activities like dying handkerchiefs with
indigo, marbling paper, and making
their own bread and butter for snack.

Campers also explored the Grist Mill
and how it works, visited the Miller’s
House, and discovered the Blacksmith
Shop. In week 3, “Full STEAM Ahead
“Camp, the campers explored all things
Science, Technology, Engineering, Art,
and Math while using the park as an
outdoor laboratory, artistic inspiration,
and maker-space. Out of the huge
variety of activities, camper favorites
were building a giant maze by the cabin,
experimenting with slime volcanoes,
and creating their own glow in the dark
paint.
We hope your family will be able to
join us for summer camp next year.
Our staff prides themselves on creating
immersive programs that emphasize
learning and exploration, while
encouraging campers to make friends
and build confidence. Every summer
presents unique learning opportunities
and lots of fun, silliness, and good times.
Preparations are already underway for
next summer’s amazing camp season!
Be sure to check in early in 2022 for the
opening of registration.

Internships in 2021
Lindsey Joslyn is a student from the University of Delaware and came
to Newlin Grist Mill as an intern from the McNeil Center for Early
American Studies. Her internship focused on research into blacksmith
shops and the early iron industry. The purpose of her work was to
provide supporting materials for the furnishing and interpretation of the
blacksmith shop. The intent is to implement renovations and furnishings
that make Newlin Grist Mill’s blacksmith shop representative of an
early English style smithy as described by Joseph Moxon in 1703.
Moxon’s work Mechanick Exercises: Or the Doctrine of Handy-Works
was first published as a serial between 1683-1685 and as a book in 1703.
It was one of the first works on early trades written by someone who
was a tradesman that understood the skills that they were describing.
The pandemic complicated Lindsey’s internship by reducing access to
archives and forcing research and meetings to be virtual. Despite the
challenges, Lindsey’s work will create the basis for future work to build
upon, including restoring the hearth, recreating accurate furnishings,
and interpreting new stories.

Amal Alghamdi is a student at West Chester University working to
complete a degree in Environmental Health. She had become interested
in Newlin Grist Mill after conducting water testing for one of her
courses. Amal’s internship entails conducting research and compiling
background information on the Chester and Concord Creek watersheds.
She will be examining maps, previous studies, and any materials that
could help to create a profile of these watersheds. The project will
entail communicating with regulatory agencies and reviewing public
records to compile this information. The goal of this internship is to
create a better understanding of each watershed’s characteristics,
catalog their features, and establish a snapshot of the current state of
these waterways. This information is critical for developing long-term
strategies and engaging community partners. Amal is excited to be a
part of this first step in protecting Newlin Grist Mill’s water resources
and applying the skills she has learned to real-world situations. She
believes the experience will be beneficial for her career when she
returns to Saudi Arabia.
Owen Schladweiler is a student at Garnet Valley High School who
completed a summer internship at Newlin Grist Mill focused on science.
The internship was designed to provide practical experience in two specific
areas of interest, so he split his time between archaeology and biology.
A large portion of his time was spent working on archaeology with our
archaeologist Keith Doms. Owen helped move the archaeological artifacts
into a new space dedicated for the Public Archaeology collection. He
worked on sorting and organizing the boxes of artifacts by excavation and
unit to make it easier to access artifacts in the collection. His duties also
included assisting with excavations, and cleaning and cataloging artifacts
in the newly established archaeology lab in the same building.The other
part of Owen’s internship included assisting with maintenance of the Native
Pollinator Garden, new Monarch Waystation, and the tree nursery where
various trees are propogated for planting on the grounds. He performed the
never-ending tasks of keeping plants watered, weeding, and general care and
management. Owen said he “had fun and learned a lot” during his summer
working at Newlin Grist MIll.
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2021 Programs & Events
Bird Walks

Public Archaeology

The monthly Bird Walks at
Newlin Grist Mill returned
in March! Led by our
naturalist Jessica Shahan
and held in partnership
with Wild Birds Unlimited
of Concordville, these
walks give attendees the
opportunity to explore
the 160-acre park while
learning about the park’s
birds. Every walk offers a
new experience for participants, as species migrate through
the park, and the activities of year-round avian residents
change with the seasons.
Upcoming walks will take place on September 25th (8am),
October 30th (8am), November 27th (9am), and December
18th (9am). The walks are free and open to all. A limited
number of binoculars are available for use, but participants
are encouraged to bring their own. Participants should meet
in front of the Visitor Center. Masks are required.

The Public Archaeology
program restarted in May
2021 with some notable
modifications.
For
the
current season, visitors
will have the opportunity
to watch the archaeologists
work, talk with them about
the process, and examine
their finds, but there will not
be opportunities for hands-on
public participation.
Upcoming Public Archaeology Days will take place on
September 18th for Smithsonian Magazine’s Museum Day and
on October 16th for International Archaeology Day. Hours are
10am to 3pm, and the program is free to attend.
The Public Archaeology program was on hold during 2020, but
archaeology was still going on behind the scenes! Flood repairs
provided a rare opportunity to excavate inside the Mill without
disrupting regular operations. Some of these excavations are
visible during tours of the Mill.

History at Work

Tavern Night – Sold Out

Demonstrations of colonial
skills and trades are back
at Newlin Grist Mill! In
July, we featured the return
of the site’s Millwright
Shop, where our staff and
volunteers are building
a new waterwheel and
flume to power the Grist
Mill. August’s program
highlighted the art of making
soap from lye and animal
fat. On September 25th, we will be featuring our Blacksmith
Shop as our blacksmiths forge tools and hardware for use in
restoration projects on site. And on October 30th, we will be
demonstrating historic food preservation techniques in the
Trimble House Kitchen & Pantry.

The Tavern Night event is
back for 2021, and tickets
are already sold out! Tavern
Night lets diners get a true
taste of the past. The dinner
consists of five courses based
on 18th century recipes,
with historic ingredients.
Each course is paired with
a selection of colonial
beverages, including beers,
ciders, punches, and more—
we have even featured ale and mead brewed onsite.

Hours are 10am to 3pm, and the programs are free to attend.
Please note: Demonstrations will not include hands-on
participation and will be socially distanced for health and
safety.

Fall Harvest Festival
Cancelled
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This year, we are hosting two separate seatings — 4:30pm
and 7pm — to reduce the number of attendees and increase
space between guests, in order to better protect everyone’s
health and safety.
If you missed getting your tickets for this year’s event, contact
info@newlingristmill.org to be placed on the waitlist, and
stay tuned for dates and ticket information for 2022!

It is with much sadness, we made the decision to cancell the 2021 Fall Harvest Festival. Like
you, we have been anticipating this event all year. While it was not easy, current circumstances
make it the responsible decision. We hope our community and supporters understand this
difficult decision and will join us next year.
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Around the Mill

Pretending to be a tree frog on rainforest day
during “Around the World” Camp.

John Diskin delivers golf cart donation
from Team Toyota!
Dave Turner examines work to be done in
the Newlin Log House.

Mike installs a new dog waste station
for our Trail Waggers!

Blue Flag Iris blooming in the Frog Pond wetland.

Dominic Pileggi and John Gillespie of Concord
Township Council present a grant to repair mill dam.

Beverlee Barnes, Steve Byrne, Tony Shahan, and Amanda Serock
discuss the Log House during an open house event.

Staff and volunteers after a hard day of demolition.
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Michael Knight and Keith Doms preparing flume area for new sill plates.

Around the Mill

Blocking off an area to protect a turtle nest.

Jan Knight and Dennis Collin removing
modern walls in Log House.

Keith Doms and Lucy Koelle working in the
new archaeology lab.

Girl Scout Troop 53178 cleaning up trash during Earth Month.

Pawpaw blossom by the frog pond.

Young visitors reading down the trail
with Tales on Trails.

Township Council members Colleen Morrone & John
Gillespie remove invasive plants during Earth Month.

Michael Knight works on new reception desk.

Plein Air painter enjoys a beautiful day.
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Tree Gallery - Loss of One Tradition, Birth of Another
Being from California, Delphine French
always dreamt of being married under
redwood trees. One day she spotted
Giant Sequoias at Newlin Grist Mill, but
they were dying. She stopped to learn
their story and decided to be married
under the Dawn Redwoods. Mortimer
Newlin also lived in California where
he developed a fondness for the majestic

Giant Sequoia trees planted by Mortimer Newlin
created a natural gallery.

higher elevations and coastal conditions)
to an area where the conditions do not
match those of its native range. These
mismatched conditions cause the
trees stress, which makes them more
susceptible to infections like those
caused by the fungus.
In place of the sequoias, Newlin Grist
Mill is creating a native tree gallery
designed to highlight the diversity of
native tree species and realize another of
Mortimer’s visions of planting colonial
trees in southeastern Pennsylvania.
Visitors walking through the tree gallery
will learn how to identify them and their
role in nature and/or history from the
markers. The trees chosen all have high
wildlife value (providing food for birds,
insects, and other wildlife), so they will
also support programs like bird walks,
nature walks, and summer camp.
This gallery will be a unique opportunity
to donate a tree that honors a special
person or group while helping to promote
environmental education. Pricing for the
trees falls into two ranges: $1,000 and
$500. The prices are based on species,
difficulty of propagation, and care. In
all cases, we will try to find the largest

The West Coast trees slowly succumb to
the East Coast fungus.

sized trees currently available. Each tree
will include installation, deer protection,
a customized marker with your
tribute text, regular maintenance, and
guaranteed replacement for the first 10
years. Planting in the gallery is scheduled
for Spring of 2022. To make your living
tribute, please contact Brenda Orso at
borso@newlingristmill.org or call 610459-2359.

Sequoias. He later planted fifty Giant
Sequoia creating a gallery of the trees.
Giant Sequoias played a major role in
the conservation movements of the 60s
and 70s, serving as an iconic species that
the public could rally behind. It is easier
to convince people to save a large and
impressive species like a Giant Sequoia
than it is to save something small or
unobtrusive like a fern or a beetle. By
saving these species (and their habitats),
we also save the other species that live
in those places.
The trees at Newlin were killed by
Botryosphaeria, a fungus thriving in
East Coast soils at low elevations. The
fungus invades mature tree tissues
causing die-back and affecting its
ability to photosynthesize. The fungus
is naturally found on the East Coast, not
an introduced illness. Its impact is the
result of introducing a species (used to
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Ghosts of their former self, the diseased trees will be replaced with native species.

New Changes Along the Trails
In March, Chester Water Authority (CWA) conducted substantial renovations to the
water main that runs through Newlin Grist Mill property. Regular visitors to the park
may have noticed temporary damage along some of the trails and larger concrete
structures at trails edge. CWA had to replace manholes and hardware from the 1950s
that were outdated. The increased size in the structures is for the safety of workers
who previously had to work directly above pressurized valves.
We are grateful to Chester Water Authority and Anrich Inc. for the care and concern
they exhibited during the process. The project could have had much greater impact
on the property. They did everything possible to limit the impacts to the property and
those who use it. The planners and construction crew met with staff so they could
address our concerns. They made sure the work was done quickly, limited damage to
the trails through carefully selected access, and repaired what they did damage. They
placed steel plates over the tailrace tunnel to protect it from their equipment.
The Chester Water Authority easement dates to before the foundation owned the
property and runs from Concord to Polecat Roads close to several major buildings.
Newlin Grist Mill no longer allows new utility easements through the property.

Filmmaking at Newlin Grist Mill

Filming generates funding to help support programs and projects.

The buildings, landscapes, and
waterways at Newlin Grist Mill
offer magnificent backdrops that
attract countless photographers each
year. The same features appeal to
film makers and advertisers seeking
sets for their projects. In the past,
the park has served as a location for
commercials, student film projects,
television series, and feature films.
Despite the pandemic causing two
film projects to be canceled or moved
to other locations, Newlin Grist Mill

continued to appear as part of film
projects.
The WWII project filmed in 2018
was finally released in 2020 under the
title of A Call to Spy. The crew spent
over a week on the property, so the
film features the Mill, Miller’s House,
Trimble House kitchen, blacksmith
shop, and several trails and fields
throughout the property. These areas
were made to represent southern
France and the Alps in WWII. The
film stars Stana Katic, local writer/

actor Sarah Megan Thomas, and
Newlin Grist Mill’s own blacksmith,
Jim Neubauer (okay he has a small
scene). The film follows the story of
three women who worked as spies
during the war. The movie is available
on Amazon Prime Video.
Other projects have included scenes
from CNN’s recent Lincoln: An
American President mini-series. A
careful look will reveal glimpses of
the Cabin. The Red Cross shot several
training films and still photography
sessions in 2020 and 2021. It was a
bit disconcerting to have the crew
walk around the property pointing
out how various major injuries could
happen. While there was lots of fake
blood, bandages, and tourniquets, no
one was actually injured during the
making of these training materials. The
Christmas Tree Farm was incorporated
into a music video for Saleka. The local
musician is the daughter of filmmaker
M. Night Shyamalan. In December, a
commercial for “A Fistful of Bourbon,”
a new blended bourbon product, was
filmed. The cowboy-themed project
was shot beside the blacksmith shop.
Keep a look out - you might be surprised
where you see the Newlin Grist Mill
show up!
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Protecting Newlin Grist Mill’s Future
The events of recent years illustrate
how important Newlin Grist Mill
resources are to our community, but
they are constantly under assault by
natural disaster, outside pressures,
invasive species, and wear from age
and use. We are reacting to counter the
long string of challenges threatening
these resources but are also employing
preventative measures to protect the
resources entrusted to us. Anticipation
of challenges before they happen is
the best level of protection, so we
are excited to announce two major
initiatives that will help ensure the
long-term protection of Newlin Grist
Mill.

Elevating the Visitor Center will be important for its preservation.

Elevating the Visitor Center

Preservation Fund

In the first fifty years of the Foundation,
flooding of Chester Creek reached the
first-floor of the Visitor Center four
times according to our records. In the
last ten years, the water has been at the
first-floor level four times and above it
by over fourteen inches once. Flooding
is occurring more often and with greater
intensity.

We are excited to announce the
establishment of a Preservation Fund
at Newlin Grist Mill, thanks to a
generous donation from two members
in our community. We are passionate
about preserving and protecting open
space and natural habitats, which are
disappearing at an alarming rate. This
fund will help us preserve our land as
well as facilitate land acquisition and
conservation easement opportunities in
the future. Thank you to Hannah and
Austin Deputy for starting this fund!

In response to this threat, the Newlin
Grist Mill has solicited design proposals
for elevating the Visitor Center. This
building was selected for this action
because it is at most risk from future
flooding, will be easiest to elevate, and
it houses the offices and administration
for the organization. It took a year
to reestablish onsite administration
following the previous flood.
The details are uncertain at this moment,
but the building should be elevated
around two feet. After the building
is raised, foundation walls will be
extended to accommodate the lift. The
two biggest challenges are anticipated
to be lifting the different attached
structures together and maintaining
safe accessibility to the building. More
information will be coming as we get
further into the planning.
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“We know that one of the best ways to
protect biodiversity, preserve historic
landscapes, and promote health in
our community is to save open space.
The competent and dedicated staff and
Board at Newlin Grist Mill are well
equipped to be a local leader in this
effort. We are proud to help kick off a
movement to expand Newlin’s impact.
Unfortunately, in the short time since
I ‘discovered’ Newlin Grist Mill, we
have seen the negative impacts that
expanding construction has had,
particularly on the critically important
waterways. With a changing climate
and continued human expansion, it
became more apparent than ever how

important it is to help protect this local
park and its surrounding landscape.
Newlin Grist Mill may be small, but it
has a big impact on the health of our
local environment, community, and
historic legacy. Protecting surrounding
land from further development will
help ensure future generations have
the chance to take a walk, spy a Bald
Eagle, Bluebird, or Northern Parula.
We have come to love this park as a
quick and easy escape into nature, even
during the bleakest months.”
If you’d like to contribute to the
Preservation Fund, please contact
Brenda Orso at
borso@newlingristmill.org or
610-459-2359.

A Newlin Log House

Exposed log structure after plaster removal.

When Newlin Grist Mill was asked if we
wanted a log house, the initial answer
was “no.” With the many issues being
faced, there was too much happening at
that moment for another project. Since
it was a Newlin family structure, we
knew it was important for us to examine
and perform basic recordation. As we
walked through the building for the first
time, it was obvious that the structure
deserved more attention.

included in tax records. Between 1768
and 1829, the property descriptions
include “dwelling and tavern,”
“buildings & tavern,” “log kitchen 18 x
18,” “stone house and shop,” but never
does it list more than one dwelling.
There are many possibilities, including
being built as a tavern or shop and later
turned into a house. We were far from
certain about its origins or even its uses
but did realize it needed more study.

The building was typical but at the
same time, not quite what we expected.
Historical survey records dated the
building to 1775, but it seemed to
be an earlier structure. The building
techniques were typical for a log house,
but the three-story structure (including
its basement) contained six rooms
altogether. The building only had two
hearths – a small corner hearth on the
first floor and larger 19th-century hearth
in the basement. While the basement
hearth was larger and contained a
hearth crane support, it was relatively
shallow for a cooking hearth. Other
unusual items included an alignment
with Wilmington-West Chester Pike
rather than the adjacent Beaver Valley
Road and first floor supports made up
of logs with chinking between them.

Building upon sampling performed
by architect Dan Campbell, NGM
staff and volunteers began removing
plaster walls and ceilings to gain a
better understanding of the building
and brought in log building experts
from Village Restorations. The findings
included detailed evidence of the
corner fireplace but no other evidence
of hearths not previously mentioned.
Both first floor and second floor ceiling
heights had been raised by about 11
inches. There was originally a winding
stair in the middle of the building from
the basement to the second floor. No
significant alterations were made to
the log sections of the structure except
a door to an 1860-era addition and
expanding the first floor windows with
the raised ceiling. Evidence points
to possible earth floors above the log
supports of the first floor. Construction
details also suggest a style more
common in the 1750s. Based on this
data, it was decided to dismantle the
log house and put it in storage until its
future can be determined. The plan is to
move the building in September.

After that initial visit, the Concord
Township Historical Society shared its
research on the building. It appears to
have been built when the property was
owned by either Nathaniel Newlin III or
IV and remained a Newlin property until
1834. Much more research needs to be
done to unpick the sparse descriptions

Thanks to members of the Concord
Township Historical Commission
and Concord Township Historical
Society for bringing this building to
our attention and to Concord Township
Council for providing the time to study
and prepare it for preservation.

Top: This image shows location of original
stairway, and angle of tread at top.
Bottom: Log floor supports for first Floor
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Join the Newlin Grist Mill Legacy Society
Newlin Grist Mill exists today because
of one couple’s dream to preserve our
history, protect our natural resources,
and create a place of refuge for all.
Mortimer Newlin had grown up on
stories about his ancestors and their
1704 Mill. One day he and his wife
Elizabeth set out to find it. Their quest
led them to a dilapidated stone building,
where Mortimer climbed a rickety
ladder and touched his family’s name
carved into a stone in the wall.
Twenty-six years after that climb, they
bought the mill and surrounding land.
In 1960, they created the Nicholas
Newlin Foundation to ensure that the
Newlin Grist Mill would remain a
historical and environmental treasure
beyond their own lifetimes.

Mortimer & Elizabeth Newlin left a legacy of
Nature, History, and Education.

Over the next 30 years, the Newlins and
the foundation made thirty separate real
estate purchases to assemble the 160acre complex that stands today. Their
unfailing commitment and planning
paved the way for Newlin Grist Mill’s
future as a place of refuge, allowing
people to connect with history, nature,
and each other. This mission remains as
relevant today as it was then. You can
continue this legacy, building upon the
foundations established by Mortimer
and Elizabeth over 60 years ago.
When you include Newlin Grist Mill
14 | Newlin Grist Mill

in your long term financial plans, you
ensure that we continue to have the
necessary resources to build upon a
legacy of education, opportunity, and
experiences for all. You also have the
ability to make an important impact
that doesn’t cost you anything during
your lifetime, but that is priceless as
part of the legacy that you leave behind.
Knowing that you are committed to
making a legacy gift to Newlin Grist
Mill helps us to better plan for the future,
making sure our strategic initiatives are
aligned with our ongoing resources and
your intentions as a donor.
“I’ve been going to Colonial
Williamsburg since before I was born!
Living history, early trades, and all
kinds of museums are in my blood. At
nine, I remember discussing what I had
learned about a chair at Sturbridge
Village with a staff member at
Williamsburg. My late wife and I toured
Mystic Seaport on our honeymoon and
were the first guests at Strawberry
Banke in Portsmouth, NH. When Jan
and I visited the NGM Millwright Shop,
I said to her “This is my home, these
are my people.”
These special places were there for
me growing up! My natural curiosity
found so much to learn, to ponder, and
to enjoy. I was inspired, stretched and
challenged by the stories of people from
another time. Their innovation and
persistence gave me the courage to try
new ideas, to go after hard things, and

to keep going in the face of adversity
These experiences were themselves
a gift from the past from people who
died before I was born. They preserved
and extended to future generations,
the experiences they treasured in their
own lives. I will never be a Rockefeller
buying up the properties that became
Williamsburg or a Mortimer Newlin
gathering up the properties and
equipment that we treasure today. I
can, however, leave my gift to a future
kid who might be touched by historic
buildings and skills or nature we
preserve. I will then have passed on
the gift that shaped my life to someone
whose life will be the richer for it. That
is why I am a leaving a bequest to the
Newlin Grist Mill as a legacy giver. I
can do no less!”
If you are interested in learning
more, or you have already included
Newlin Grist Mill in your future
plans, please let us know! Contact
Brenda Orso at 610-459-2359 or
borso@newlingristmill.org.

Leaving a bequest is:
Easy: Your lawyer or estate planner can help you add Newlin Grist Mill into
your will in a way that is meaningful and makes sense for you and for your
family.
Flexible: You can designate funds for a specific program or area of interest, or
leave funds undesignated.
Smart: Bequests are not subject to federal estate taxes, and cost you nothing
today so you can live comfortably knowing that you are offering important
support to Newlin Grist Mill as part of your lasting Legacy.
Revocable: You can alter your bequest at any time to meet the needs of your
family.

A New Monarch Waystation
The Native Pollinator Garden in front of
the Visitor Center is a certified Monarch
Waystation, designed to support all
life stages of the Monarch butterfly
from egg to adult with milkweed and
nectar plants. The waystation supports
Monarch migration and has allowed
Newlin Grist Mill to participate in the
Monarch Tagging project. It is also a
popular photography spot.
Sadly, the 2020 floods damaged the
garden right before the Monarchs’ fall
migration began. Milkweed plants
particularly suffered as floodwaters
pushed them over and washed them
away.

Luckily, Girl Scout Troop 5925 decided
to help!
For their Bronze Award, the girls built
a new waystation out of the floodplain
near the Christmas Tree Farm. They
fundraised so they were able to
purchase milkweed, coneflowers, and
mountain mint plants. The plants were
installed in the new garden this spring.
This way, even if flooding occurs
in the future, the park’s monarchs
will still have a steady supply of
milkweed available! The new Monarch
Waystation will potentially increase
the number of Monarchs and other
butterflies supported each year.

Girl Scouts planting waystation on a
grid- based design.

Trimble House Kitchen Update
You may have seen Marshall
Scheetz of Jamestown Cooperage in
Williamsburg, Virginia making barrels
and measures during Fall Harvest
Festival and History at Work programs.
He thoroughly researches everything,
so much of Marshall’s work is for
museums. When the project needed
cooperage, he agreed to make the tubs,
buckets, and casks for the kitchen.
Marshall recently delivered the new
items for the kitchen during one of his
research trips.

Salt glaze ceramics (above) and cooperage (below) for Trimble Kitchen.

Like so many other projects, the
Trimble Kitchen and Pantry restoration
was delayed by the pandemic. Over
the past year, craftspeople often could
not obtain materials or get into their
workspaces. Fortunately, two artisans
were able to continue working on
orders and delivered them in 2021.
Mary Farrell of Westmore Pottery in
Seagrove, North Carolina is known
throughout the museum world for
expertly crafted ceramic reproductions
including both redware and salt glazed
pieces. Mary is a skilled ceramicist and
a historical authenticity perfectionist.

When beginning a piece, she asks
the date and region it will represent.
Then she looks for examples in books,
museum collections, and archaeological
reports to be able to reproduce the form
accurately including wall thickness
and finish techniques. The collection
obtained for this project includes
storage jars, bottles, pitchers, and a
colander. Mary did an excellent job
making the pieces to look as if a variety
of potters from different areas made
them. Unfortunately, this was the last
batch of salt glazed ceramics Westmore
Pottery is planning to make.

These are two more examples of how
the Trimble Kitchen Project is not
only preserving an important historical
space but supporting the preservation
of valuable historic skills.
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Nicholas Newlin Foundation

Address Service Requested

Newlin Grist Mill
219 South Cheyney Road, Glen Mills PA 19342
610-459-2359 | www.newlingristmill.org
Like us on Facebook

VISIT US!
Newlin Grist Mill
219 S. Cheyney Rd.
Glen Mills, PA 19342
Ph: 610-459-2359
info@newlingristmill.org
Visitor Center Hours:
9am-4pm
Park Hours:
9am-Dusk
Tours:
Monday-Friday:
11am & 2pm
Saturday and Sunday
10am, 11am, 1pm, 2pm
www.newlingristmill.org

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September
18
25

Public Archaeology (10am-3pm)
Bird Walk (8am)
History at Work: “Blacksmithing” (10am-3pm)

October
14
16
21
30

The Newlin Series: “Making Sense of Women’s
Textile Work in the 18th Century” (7pm) (Virtual)
International Archaeology Day (10am-3pm)
The Newlin Series: “Chefs & Slaves: The
Cooks in Jefferson’s Kitchens” (7pm) (Virtual)
Bird Walk (8am)
History at Work: “Food Preservation” (10am-3pm)

November
6
14
25
27

Tavern Night – SOLD OUT
The Newlin Series: “Making Ends Meet: Working
Women in the 18th Century” (3pm) (Virtual)
Thanksgiving Day – SITE CLOSED
Bird Walk (9am)

December
18
25

Bird Walk (9am)
Christmas Day – SITE CLOSED
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